How to dig a fen drain with cake!
Before the fens were drained Ely was an island surrounded fen a type
of marshy swamp. In the 1600s money was invested to drain the
water claiming the land for use in farming.
This was accomplished by a huge effort of digging ditches, dykes and
drains to mange the water with drainage pumps pumping the water
out to sea.
Drains and ditches took skill and knowledge to build, learn how these
were dug in cake form.

Real Life
Under the watery fen was a rich black soil known as
peat. This multi purpose soil makes excellent soil for
crowing crops. Peat also burns very well making it a
useful fue for heating homes.

Cake
To represent the dark fen soil I started with a basic
chocolate sponge. Use any recipe you think is best.

The peat soil can still be seen in the local fields
For hundreds of years the ditches and drains
were dug by hand. Using specialty tools like
this sharp shovel (right) hundreds of miles of
ditches were dug.
Local men and prisoners of war were used for
the most difficult work.
Not everyone was happy about the work
taking place, many local men saw the
draining of the fens as a mistake taking away
there jobs and lifestyles.
Some men took to sabotage these men
known as Fen Tigers broke ditches and
destroyed the work of the diggers.

Fen workers (represented by Stormtrooper)
begin work on our chocolate fen.

Real Life

Millions of tons of earth were moved out by hand in
wheelbarrows

Once the banks were cut they had to be made
waterproof. This was done with clay; clay was a
resource available locally, dug out of the ground
using lightweight tools like this claying shovel
(right). Roswell Pits on the outskirts of Ely was a
clay pit.

Cake

Our fen workers have now dug a ditch in the
chocolate fen
I used a long serrated knife to cut out a trench in my
cake.

Fen workers digging clay

I used ready to roll icing with a little black food colouring to make clay coloured icing.

Roswell Pits
By Fractal Angel, CC BY-SA 2.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/
index.php?curid=7132188

The ditch is now lined with clay
Banks being lined with clay

I simply rolled out some of the icing and cut a rectangle
to the correct shape.

Real Life

Cake

Workers celebrate a successful ditch build
The final task was to let the water in. This would keep
the land dry and take the water out to sea

The water has been let into our cholate fen
I used a mix of strawberry jelly and whipped cream to
make the water in our chocolate fen.

Fen worker pose with a cross section

Wind pumps like this one were used to pump the water uphill
Because much of the fens are below sea-level, wind
pumps were built to move the water uphill. These were
eventually replaced by steam-powered pumps and then
by diesel-powered pumps. Today, electric pumps do the
work.

It’s important to remember that the ditches, dykes and
drains still keep the fens dry today. Without them the
land would quickly flood. The environment agency is
responsible for the care and maintenance of the waterways and for keeping our homes and farmland safe
from flooding.

With this cross section you can see how the clay layer
protects the chocolate earth from our strawberry
water.

